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Abstract: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is an early onset neurodevelopmental disorder character-
ized by impaired social interaction and communication, and repetitive patterns of behavior. Family
studies show that ASD is highly heritable, and hundreds of genes have previously been implicated in
the disorder; however, the etiology is still not fully clear. Brain imaging and electroencephalography
(EEG) are key techniques that study alterations in brain structure and function. Combined with
genetic analysis, these techniques have the potential to help in the clarification of the neurobiological
mechanisms contributing to ASD and help in defining novel therapeutic targets. To further under-
stand what is known today regarding the impact of genetic variants in the brain alterations observed
in individuals with ASD, a systematic review was carried out using Pubmed and EBSCO databases
and following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
guidelines. This review shows that specific genetic variants and altered patterns of gene expression in
individuals with ASD may have an effect on brain circuits associated with face processing and social
cognition, and contribute to excitation–inhibition imbalances and to anomalies in brain volumes.

Keywords: autism spectrum disorder; neuroimaging; neurogenetics; brain imaging; electroen-
cephalography; magnetic resonance imaging; functional magnetic resonance imaging; system-
atic review

1. Introduction

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is an early onset neurodevelopmental disorder char-
acterized by impaired social interaction and communication, and restricted and repetitive
patterns of behavior and interests [1]. Currently, key areas of research include understand-
ing the complex genetic architecture of ASD, examining the brain networks implicated in
its development, assessing patterns of brain connectivity and identifying potential biolog-
ical markers for early diagnosis and prognosis. However, these lines of research are not
frequently integrated, hampering an overarching perspective of the causes and processes
underlying ASD.

Although the etiology of ASD is still unclear, large family studies estimate heritability
values of approximately 80% for the disorder, providing evidence for a strong role of
genetics in its etiology [2–5]. Individuals with ASD have a broad range of clinical phe-
notypes and frequently have comorbidities like epilepsy, intellectual disability, language
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impairments, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and anxiety. There is
strong evidence that genetic factors play a major role in ASD, and genetic studies over
the past two decades have been key to the elucidation of the disease etiology. It is known
that the genetic architecture underlying ASD involves the interplay of common and rare
variation, and research has been focusing on understanding the impact of genetic variation
on protein structure and function [6–10]. Hundreds of genes have been associated with
ASD, and the list is continuously growing [6–10]. Strong genetic-based evidence points to
the involvement of synaptic pathways, neurotransmission, transcription regulation and
chromatin modification. Synaptic and neurotransmitter signaling plays a key role in the
development of both the peripheral and the central nervous system, and there are multiple
lines of evidence from genetic, imaging and functional studies implicating the dysfunction
of these mechanisms in ASD pathophysiology. For instance, abnormalities in excitatory
neurotransmission involving glutamate receptors genes and the dysregulation of gluta-
matergic pathways have been reported in individuals with ASD and in animal models for
ASD [11]. The observed high prevalence of epilepsy in individuals with ASD, compared
to the general population, strengthens the hypothesis of an excitatory and/or inhibitory
imbalance contributing to altered brain activity [11–15].

Brain imaging and electroencephalography (EEG) are particularly attractive method-
ological tools to study alterations in brain structure and function. Neuroimaging techniques
have been widely used to study the neuroanatomy and the structural connectivity of the
brain in ASD, providing a more accurate assessment of the neuroanatomical underpinnings
of the disorder. In combination with neuropathological and clinical research, neuroimaging
studies have been very important to identify and characterize the development trajecto-
ries in ASD [16–18]. Studies using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have focused on
neuroanatomical features to identify and characterize morphological anomalies within
the brain regions of ASD subjects, analyzing cortical and subcortical brain regions, total
brain volumes, and volumes of specific brain structures [16,17]. MRI studies in individuals
with ASD have indicated atypical frontal and temporal lobe development, reduced gray
and white matter volumes, and increased total cerebellar volumes, as well as decreased
amygdala volumes in comparison to individuals without ASD. MRI analysis has also
been used to study children with early accelerated brain growth. Macrocephaly, which
is characterized by a head circumference equal or greater than two standard deviations
above average for the age, is one of the most replicated findings in ASD. This brain en-
largement has been associated with genetic variants implicating the PI3K/AKT/mTOR
pathway, an intracellular signaling pathway with fundamental roles in cell cycle regulation,
proliferation, and quiescence [16]. Structural connectivity is being measured using MRI-
based techniques that analyze the structural integrity of white matter tracts that constitute
structural correlates of brain connectivity [17–20]. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) is used to assess the neural activity and the connectivity among different brain
regions. fMRI brain studies have been key for establishing ASD as a disorder involving
abnormal or diminished functional connectivity [21] and allowing the establishment of
correlations between neurocognitive alterations and anatomical/functional connections.
Additionally, a growing body of evidence indicates that individuals with ASD exhibit
distinct patterns of brain connectivity when compared to typically developing (TD) individ-
uals [21–25]. All this evidence highlighted the occurrence of altered connectivity, especially
between frontal-posterior regions [21–25]. EEG has also been used to examine functional
connectivity across different brain regions in ASD, as well as the integrity of structural
connections between brain areas [24,26,27].

Integrating brain imaging and EEG studies with genetic studies offers the opportunity
of novel insights into the neurobiological processes underlying altered neuroanatomy and
brain function in ASD, and how they relate with behavior changes and clinical features
that characterize this disorder. This clarification has the potential to define new targets
for therapeutic interventions. The current progress in this field was summarized in this
systematic review, focusing on findings from studies that combine genetic variation and
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altered patterns of gene expression with neuroimaging and EEG analysis, and the potential
of this approach for improving the understanding of the neurodevelopmental mechanisms
underlying ASD was discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

A systematic review of the literature was performed following the procedures de-
scribed in the methodological framework, using the Preferred Reporting Items for System-
atic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) standard checklists for reporting results [28,29].
The review aimed at identifying studies that address the connection between genetic and
brain alterations, detectable through EEG and magnetic resonance studies (MRI, MRS and
fMRS). For this purpose, the following strategy was used: (i) identify the research question,
(ii) identify relevant studies, (iii) select studies using inclusion/exclusion criteria, (iv) chart
the data, and (v) synthesize findings of the selected studies (results).

2.1. Identification of the Research Question

The research question underlying this systematic review was: “Which genetic and
brain alterations revealed by EEG and/or brain imaging analysis are studied in ASD”?
Additionally, secondary research questions arising from the review were explored: (i) what
are the altered brain regions associated with genetic alterations in ASD? and (ii) which
methods are more frequently used to study brain alterations associated with genetics
in ASD?

2.2. Identification of Relevant Studies

Based on the aim of this review, an academic search was conducted in Pubmed
(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and EBSCOHOST (https://www.ebsco.com) on 12
April 2023, using the search syntax terms: “Autism OR ASD OR Asperger”; AND “EEG
OR fMRI OR MRI OR MRS OR electroencephalography OR functional magnetic resonance
imaging OR magnetic resonance imaging OR magnetic resonance spectroscopy” AND
“Genomics OR genetic variant OR genetic variation OR Genetics OR Mutation OR CNV
OR Copy Number Variant OR SNV OR Single Nucleotide Variant”. Search terms were
combined using Boolean logic, as referred to in the syntax above. Additionally, a filter for
the “year” was applied to each database search, including only those articles published
from 2000 to 2022, a period during which there was a noticeable increase in neuroimaging
research, particularly in the domain of psychopathology [30]. This filtering was also due to
the limitations of MRI resolution prior to 2000 [31]. Furthermore, an additional filter was
applied, limiting the results to peer-reviewed and published scientific papers and focusing
on English language publications involving human subjects.

2.3. Study Selection

At first, titles and abstracts for each article were reviewed to determine whether the
studies included the terms pre-defined. After selecting the first set of studies, a full-text
reading of the remaining articles was performed.

Studies were included if they met the following inclusion criteria:

(1) Empirical research published in peer-reviewed journals;
(2) Included patients with ASD diagnosis (when the study refers to diagnostic instru-

ments, or uses a clinical cohort or known database of subjects with ASD), and an
identified genetic alteration;

(3) Described brain measures assessed by EEG, fMRI, MRI or MRS;
(4) Were published in English.

Studies were excluded as determined by the following criteria:

(1) The reported data were obtained by methods that were not MRI or EEG;
(2) The sample included individuals without an ASD diagnosis (e.g., with autistic-like

traits, children with ASD risk);
(3) Case-report studies;

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
https://www.ebsco.com
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(4) Review studies;
(5) Studies in animal models.

2.4. Charting the Data: Structure of the Findings

For each study, dimensions that potentially impacted results and conclusions were
extracted by two of the authors, such as sample characteristics (e.g., age, diagnostic confir-
mation method, sample size), method (e.g., EEG, fMRI) and brain area outcomes. This ex-
traction of data should be able to describe the research context and possible heterogeneities
of the data, expressed in a standardized way to allow further comparison and interpretation.

3. Results and Discussion

After performing title and abstract screening (n = 257), and full-text review (n = 26),
there was a final selection of 13 eligible papers with a good strength of agreement (α = 0.885).
The complete screening process is presented in Figure 1.
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describing the papers selection process.

A large percentage of the 13 selected studies were conducted in the USA (38%),
with the remaining studies distributed among China (23%), Europe (15%), Canada (8%),
Israel (8%) and Iran (8%) (see Supplementary Table S1 for a list of studies). The year of
publication ranged from 2007 to 2022. Sample sizes varied greatly, involving between 2
and 916 participants [32,33], with 77% of the studies having an average of 34 participants.
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Globally, the studies included a total of 1819 participants, including children, adolescents
and adults with ASD (range, 2–64 years). Among the 13 studies, 9 are case–control studies,
1 is a family study, 1 is a longitudinal study and 2 are focused on a group of cases. An
overview of the systematic review is shown in Figure 2 and a summary of the results using
brain analysis method is shown in Table 1.

All 13 studies identified either a brain structural or functional alteration related with
the presence of genetic variation or with alterations in gene expression (see Supplemen-
tary Table S1 for the complete results). Eight studies analyze data on genetic variation
(mutations, polymorphisms or other variants) and five studies analyze alterations in gene
expression. The EEG studies describe brain alterations and variants in the genes FOXP2,
KCNJ10, SLC6A4, SLC6A3, NLGN4X, GLRB and ANK3 (Table 1). Haghighatfard et al. [34]
found a significant correlation between the decreased expression of FOXP2 and low al-
pha and gamma bands (waves between the frequencies 7.5 and 9.25 Hz and between the
frequencies 30 and 200 Hz, respectively) in the frontal lobe, and between the decreased
expression of FOXP2 and high theta bands (waves between the frequencies 3.5 and 6 Hz) in
the occipital lobe of children with ASD. Alterations in slow waves (between the frequencies
0.5 and 4 Hz) in EEG, which are indicative of cerebral dysfunction, were identified by
Cucchiara et al. [35] in subjects carrying variants in the gene KCNJ10, which encodes a
member of the potassium channel Kir4.1. Sjaarda et al. [36] reported an association of the
5-HTTLPR functional polymorphism located in the promoter of the SLC6A4 gene, with
increased latency in the time taken by the stimulus information to generate the P1 compo-
nent of the EEG response, which measures sensitivity to faces. Additionally, the authors
found that SLC6A3 polymorphisms correlate with the reduced amplitude of the N170 EEG
component, another marker of face-sensitivity processing, in male participants with ASD.
Furthermore, Bonnet-Brilhault et al. [32] detected an atypical electrophysiological pattern
targeting glutamate/GABA neurotransmission in ASD individuals carrying NLGN4X gene
variants with additional variants in GLRB or ANK3 genes.

Three MRI studies detected alterations in brain volumes related with CNTNAP2,
PPP2RD, PTEN and SLC6A4 genes, and in brain morphology related with the SHANK3
gene (Table 1). Chien et al. [37] reported that individuals with ASD showed smaller cortical
thickness in bilateral cingulate subregions when compared to controls and identified
polymorphisms in the CNTNAP2 gene significantly associated with the white matter
volume of the right caudal anterior cingulate gyrus. Li et al. [38] reported that ASD children
with SHANK3 deletions and/or mutations showed more alterations in the regions of
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal cortex auditory areas, lateral temporal
cortex, inferior parietal gyrus, dorsal visual streams, temporo-parieto-occipital junction,
parahippocampus, orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, medial visual areas
and parieto-occipital sulcus, when compared with ASD children without these genetic
alterations. Yeung et al. [39] studied three children with both macrocephaly and ASD,
carrying variants in three genes from the PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway: one child with a
variant in the PPP2R5D gene, a second child, who also has megalencephaly, with a variant
in the PIK3CA gene, and a third child with a variant in the PTEN gene. Wassink et al. [40]
identified a SLC6A4 genotype in the 5-HTTLPR promoter region, which influences cerebral
cortical gray matter volumes in individuals with ASD.
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Table 1. Summary of the main findings of the systematic review using brain analysis method. The term “mutation” is used to refer to gene variants that have a known
damaging or pathogenic effect in proteins, while gene variants that occur in a population with a frequency of 1% or higher are designated as “polymorphisms”.

Summary of Findings of EEG Studies

Sample
Size (Cases) Brain Area Analyzed Gene/Genomic Region Main Results Genetic Analysis Study

n = 2
Whole
brain

analysis

NLGN4X, GLRB
and ANK3

Gene variants implicated in atypical
electrophysiological pattern targeting
glutamate/GABA neurotransmission.

Gene variants Bonnet-Brilhault et al.,
2016 [32]

n = 450
Frontal

and occipital
lobe

FOXP2

Significant correlation
between decreased

FOXP2 expression and
alpha, gamma and theta bands.

Gene expression Haghighatfard et al.,
2022 [34]

n = 14 Fronto-central bipolar
EEG derivations KCNJ10

Period-amplitude slow wave features are
modified in subjects carrying variants in the

KCNJ10 gene.
Gene variants Cucchiara et al., 2020 [35]

n = 50 Mean amplitude and latency of the
P1 and N170 components

COMT,
OXTR,

SLC6A4
and

SLC6A3

SLC6A4 polymorphisms were associated
with increased P1 latency. SLC6A3

polymorphisms associated with reduced
N170 amplitude.

Polymorphisms Sjaarda et al., 2019 [36]

Summary of findings of MRI studies

Sample
size (cases) Brain area analyzed Gene/genomic region Main results Genetic Analysis Study

n = 118 Cortex CNTNAP2

Thinner cortical thickness in bilateral
cingulate subregions. Polymorphisms

associated with the white matter volume of
the right caudal anterior cingulate gyrus.

Polymorphisms Chien et al., 2021 [37]

n = 36 Cortex SHANK3 ASD individuals with SHANK3 mutations
have significant increase in cortical thickness. Mutations Li et al., 2021 [38]

n = 10
Megalencephaly, polymicrogyria and
periventricular white matter signal
abnormalities. Ventriculomegaly.

PIK3CA, PTEN, MTOR and
PPP2R5D

Macrocephaly and megalencephaly related
with variants in genes from the

PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway.
Gene variants Yeung et al., 2017 [39]

n = 44 Cerebral cortical and cerebellar gray
and white matter volumes SLC6A4 SLC6A4 genotype is associated with cerebral

cortical gray matter volumes. Gene variants Wassink et al., 2007 [40]
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Table 1. Cont.

Summary of findings of fMRI studies

Sample
size (cases) Brain area analyzed Gene/genomic region Main results Genetic Analysis Study

n = 916 Several
Brain transcriptome

Genes enriched in voltage-gated ion
channels and inhibitory neurons are related
with excitation–inhibition imbalance in ASD.

The primary visual cortex is the most
affected region. Genes with

Gene expression Berto et al., 2022 [33]

highest effect size: FILIP1 and GABRQ.

n = 38 Whole brain analysis OXTR
Genotypes associated with the right

supramarginal gyrus (rSMG) and the right
inferior parietal lobule (rIPL).

Polymorphisms Uzefovsky et al., 2019 [41]

n = 43 Amygdala SLC6A4

Expression levels of different genotypes
related with the amygdala and subgenual

anterior cingulate cortex (amygdala-sACC)
connectivity and with social dysfunction.

Gene expression Velasquez et al., 2017 [42]

n = 54 Posterior-anterior default network SLC6A4 Stronger connectivity in low versus high
expressing genotypes in ASD. Gene expression Wiggins et al., 2013 [43]

n = 44 Amygdala SLC6A4
Genotypes related with amygdala

habituation to sad faces differs in the ASD
group vs. controls.

Gene expression Wiggins et al., 2014 [44]
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Five fMRI studies reported alterations in brain connectivity associated with FILIP1,
GABRQ and SLC6A4 gene expression, and OXTR polymorphisms (Table 1). Berto et al. [33]
identified a subset of upregulated genes during the adult stages of life that showed delayed
upregulation in individuals with ASD when compared with controls. This subset of genes
is enriched in voltage-gated ion channels and inhibitory neurons, suggesting excitatory-
inhibitory imbalances in ASD. The authors further assessed differences in gene expression
in brain regions and showed that the primary visual cortex is the most affected region by
an excitation–inhibition imbalance in individuals with ASD. The genes with the highest
effect size on functional connectivity detected using fMRI are the FILIP1 and GABRQ genes.
Uzefovsky et al. [41] found two OXTR genotypes associated with significant hyperactiva-
tion in the right supramarginal gyrus (rSMG) and the right inferior parietal lobule (rIPL). In
emotional recognition tasks, Velasquez et al. [42] reported that individuals with ASD with
low expressing 5-HTTLPR genotypes showed significantly greater connectivity than indi-
viduals with ASD with higher expressing genotypes, and TD individuals. Moreover, the
authors showed that individuals with ASD carrying higher expressing genotypes exhibit
a negative relationship between amygdala–subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sACC)
connectivity and social dysfunction. Wiggins et al. [43] identified the occurrence of stronger
connectivity in low versus high expressing SLC6A4 gene promoter region (5-HTTLPR)
genotypes in individuals with ASD. The authors also reported 5-HTTLPR genotypes that
differ between cases and controls, related with the amygdala habituation to sad faces.
Amygdala habituation is a mechanism of fast decrease in amygdala responsiveness to the
repeated presentation of stimuli, which is key for maintaining adaptive levels of response
to predictable social stimuli [45].

The brain regions analyzed by the selected publications to evaluate the performance
in these mechanisms were the visual cortex and the occipital lobe, and subcortical areas
such as the amygdala. Difficulties in face identification and emotion recognition have
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implications in social interactions and contribute substantially to the diminished attention
to human faces observed in ASD patients [46,47].

EEG has been used to examine the functional connectivity across different brain regions
in ASD, as well as the integrity of structural connections between brain areas [24,26,27]
or alterations in glutamate/GABA neurotransmission and brain mechanisms involved in
facial emotion recognition [48]. The gene variants found in individuals with ASD in Bonnet-
Brilhault et al. [32] are related with an atypical electrophysiological pattern involving
glutamate/GABA neurotransmission and involves the gene NLGN4X, which encodes a
neuroligin (neuronal cell surface protein). Evidence shows that this gene is implicated in
the formation and remodeling of central nervous system synapses [49,50].

Alterations in measures of brain size and volumes are some of the brain features most
frequently evaluated in the studies selected [37,39,40]. Macrocephaly, which is defined
as a head circumference greater than or equal to more than two standard deviations, was
one of the features analyzed as it is commonly observed in individuals with ASD. The
study addressing this question in the present review [39] shows that three children with
macrocephaly and ASD have variants in the genes PPP2R5D, PIK3CA or PTEN. These
genes belong to the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway, an intracellular signaling pathway that
is key for cell cycle regulation. Variants in the PTEN gene are a well-known hallmark of
many ASD patients with macrocephaly; however, the role of other genes in macrocephaly
has also been investigated. The PPP2R5D gene is implicated in the negative control of
cell growth and division, and PIK3CA is an oncogene that was shown to be implicated in
cervical cancers [51]. These observations suggest that the dysregulation of mechanisms
involved in cell division and proliferation may underlie brain overgrowth in individuals
with ASD with macrocephaly. Another synaptic gene important for brain development
and function, CNTNAP2, was also associated with thinner cortical thickness in bilateral
cingulate subregions [37]. Alterations of the cingulate structure are frequently reported in
ASD, and evidence suggests that alterations in the activity of the anterior cingulate cortex
involves social cognition dysfunction [52], one of the core characteristics of ASD. The synap-
tic gene SHANK3 was also found to be related with cortical brain alterations [38]. Children
with ASD with SHANK3 mutations showed more abnormalities in cortical regions [38],
which are involved in memory and spatial processing.

Most of the genes reported in the selected publications encode proteins that inter-
vene in synaptic and neurotransmitter mechanisms, such as the genes OXTR, SLC6A3 and
SLC6A4, or encode scaffold proteins such as the SHANK3 gene, which interacts with several
proteins and complexes to coordinate dendritic spine and synapse formation, maturation
and maintenance. OXTR is a G-protein coupled receptor for oxytocin, a neurotransmitter
with an important role in the regulation of social behaviors and social stress [53]. Sev-
eral polymorphisms within the OXTR gene have previously been associated with ASD
risk [54–57], highlighting the importance of OXTR for the disease. The SLC6A3 gene en-
codes the dopamine transporter. There is ample evidence that the dopaminergic system
has a key role in reward processing and learning [58,59] and that deficits in the dopamine
reward system lead to social motivation impairments in individuals with ASD [60], while
polymorphisms in SLC6A3 may be a risk factor for ASD [61]. Many previous studies
also implicated the SLC6A4 gene, which encodes the serotonin transporter, with emotions,
social cognition, and behavior. For instance, genetic variants in the SLC6A4 promoter
5-HTTLPR region are associated with reduced serotonin transporter activity and increased
levels of anxiety [62], and with areas of the brain involved in social cognition [63]. Specific
variants in this gene are also associated with hyperserotonemia, which has consistently
been described in about one third of ASD subjects [64]. These observations suggest that
dysfunction in the serotonergic system may cause social and communication deficits in
ASD [65]. Overall, SLC6A4 is the gene more frequently implicated in functional or mor-
phological alterations observed in the selected studies, and the results highlight a role
in amygdala connectivity [42–44] and an association with increased cortical gray matter
volumes [40].
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Some of the studies included in this review need to be replicated with a larger number
of participants to verify the consistency of the results. It is crucial to design more stud-
ies with larger sample sizes as the interpretation of neurogenetic studies has been often
hindered by relatively small sample sizes and a lack of replication across different studies.
An additional limitation of this review is the absence of information concerning the sex of
participants in the majority of the included studies. The previous literature has highlighted
sex differences in childhood social cognition and brain development, especially at specific
developmental stages [66], but this aspect is not contemplated in the majority of the studies.
Despite these limitations, the results of this systematic review suggest that integrating
results from genetic, neuroimaging and clinical phenotypes has promising potential to
better understand the etiology and physiopathology of ASD.

4. Conclusions

The impact of specific genetic variants and alterations of gene expression patterns
from neurotransmission and synaptic genes in brain structure and function is highlighted
in this review. A set of studies dedicated to understanding the links between genetic
alterations and brain morphology and function was identified. The techniques reviewed,
namely EEG, MRI and fMRI, provide windows to understand brain development and
function; however, these types of studies still have many feasibility limitations, because
they are costly and logistically complex. The resulting small sample sizes, compounded
by the complex genetic architecture of ASD, hinder the consistency of findings across
studies and the capacity to establish firm conclusions. In view of these limitations, it is
therefore remarkable that some results tend to be consistent across reports, and reinforce
previous evidence gathered from very different types of studies. This is the case for
instance for the dopamine and serotonin transporter genes, or the genes involved in the
PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway, or the OXTR gene. A role for variation in neurexins and
neuroligins genes, which have also been solidly implicated in ASD genetic risk, is also
reinforced by this review. Viewed from this perspective, it is likely that brain imaging and
EEG can provide precious support to understand the biological consequences of genetic
variants identified from high throughput genomic methods. For any complex multifactorial
disorder, including ASD, identifying relevant genetic variants is no longer a problem
with high throughput sequencing, enormous sample sizes and inference from ever more
sophisticated statistical analysis methods. However, functional analysis is still necessary to
proof the functional consequence from any genetic variant. The promising findings from
this review provide support for increasing the employment of brain imaging and EEG
methodology to understand the functional consequences of genetic variants in the brain.

Overall, this review shows that genetic risk variants and altered patterns of gene
expression defined in individuals with ASD affect brain function and structure. The brain
circuits implicated are associated with face processing and social behavior, excitation–
inhibition balance and anomalies in brain volumes. The clarification of the impact of
genetic alterations in ASD in relation to brain phenotypes will be key in defining effective
treatments that target particular genetic profiles related with the brain regions and functions
affected. The integration of genetic studies and neuroimaging studies in ASD can therefore
greatly contribute to elucidating the brain pathways underlying the phenotypic and clinical
heterogeneity that characterizes this disorder.
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